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From the Editor
Dear Readers:
My name is Brian Neilson and I am the new editor of Nebraska Blueprint magazine. I have enjoyed writing
articles for you to enjoy the past two years and hope you will enjoy this issue as well. I would like to thank the
past two editors of the Blueprint, Natasha Richardson and Frank Pribyl, for their leadership and guidance. Also,
thanks to our adviser, JS Engebretson, for all her help in proofreading and logistics.
I remember taking tours of the engineering buildings as a prospective student and wondering how anyone could
find their way around this complex. Now, as a mechanical engineering student, I take many classes in Scott
Engineering Center. I often feel like one of those lab mice being put in a maze and having to find their way out.
On the way, I encounter many interesting doors, full of warning signs and flashing red lights. One can’t help but
wonder, “What’s behind this door?”
In particular, I walk past the anechoic chamber twice a week this year. One of my fellow students talked about
experiencing the lack of echo inside. For the full story, read Lindsay Smith’s article. We also have stories on the
Splinter Labs on East Campus and the Robotics and Mechatronics labs in Scott Engineering Center.
This is a great time to be an engineering student at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. The Paul and June
Schorr III Center for Computer Science and Engineering was recently completed. It is the feature of my article.
The new physical sciences building is also being built before our eyes. We can’t wait to see the finished product.
Many of our awesome staff members from last year have moved on. Therefore, we have several new staff
members who contributed to this issue. Please enjoy the issue and see what goes on behind all those mysterious
doors.
Sincerely,
Brian D. Neilson, editor-in-chief
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The Engineering Library

There are many valuable
resources in the Engineering
Library found on the
second floor of Nebraska
Hall, including government
documents and reference
handbooks.
Library hours are:
Monday-Thursday,
8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Friday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday, 1 - 5 p.m.
Sunday, 1 - 10 p.m.
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Gasifier and More at
Splinter Lab

By Marina Bradaric

Above: Compost is being tested for biodegradability. Photo: Dan Mott

F

rom testing tractors and 		
monitoring a gasifier to using
a specialized wind tunnel, Splinter
Laboratory on the East Campus
houses numerous agricultural
and engineering projects that are
constantly at work.
One of the exciting, new
graduate projects is the biomass
gasifier, led by graduate research
assistant Ajay Kumar and research
coordinator Robert Webber. In
layman’s terms, they are basically
taking objects of mass and turning
them into energy, in the form of
gas, while the process is monitored
and controlled by the LabView
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program and a flow meter that
calculates the amount of air and
oxygen.
Biomass that is being used
includes switch grass, distillers
grains, and corn stover, “a cellulose
that is basically everything but
the ears” from ground-up corn,
as Terry Bartels, the research
technician, noted. Materials are
ground, heated in the gasifier and
condensed at a low temperature,
cooling the gas from 100 degrees
Celsius. Char then gets collected,
is separated and condensed in
water. This process produces a
clean gas, which is then captured

in a plastic gas sample bag for gas
chromatography.
The gasifier is the only one on
campus, which is why this is such
an exciting lab. In the Splinter Labs,
the room that houses the biomass
gasifier used to be a pyrolysis lab,
and the professor who worked
there took the old gasifier with
him. So Kumar is the first to use
the new one, running experiments
on temperature, air and steam.
The gasifier’s stainless steel inside,
coming from Rivers Medical
Products, heats to around 850
degrees Celsius.
“I bet you’ve never seen
stainless steel rust like that, huh?”
Bartels joked following a peek
inside the chamber. Everything in
the lab is student-designed, if not
student-built. Bartels explained
how once a student forms a design,
it is reviewed by professors, goes
through various steps and if it isn’t
satisfactory, gets sent back to the
student for re-design until it is
approved.
Aside from the biomass
gasifier, Splinter Laboratory also
contains the wind tunnel, where
students are currently researching
how long it takes an egg to cool
when it is packaged a certain way,
to ensure maximum efficiency. A
wind tunnel is made because the
refrigerator has an uneven air flow,
so the wind tunnel straightens it
out.

Above: Graduate Research Assistant Ajay Kumar works with the
gasifier in the Splinter Lab on East Campus. Photo: Dan Mott

In the same area, a biodegradability test is being run.
Compost is received from LinGrow
and sifted to get any sticks out so
just fine material is left. A certain
amount of biomass is put in the
silver posts, along with a certain
amount of water; the post itself
is 50 percent water by weight. Air
is measured, which increases at
100 mL/minute, and then it is run
through a hydrator before being
put in the biomass gasifier.

Above: An inside view of the gasifier, which is made of
stainless steel. Photo: Dan Mott

At a table next to the
biodegradable testing is the super
saturated project, belonging to
a student who is working on her
Ph.D.
For those who aren’t extremely
informed on science, Bartels
explained that “super saturated just
means that there are many, many
variables. The student has to find
out which are true variables and
which are just noise.”
UNL’s famous Tractor Testing
Lab is also housed in Splinter

Laboratory. The testing lab is the
only independent one in the entire
world! In 1920, Nebraska law stated
that if you sold a tractor, it must do
what you say it did, at least if it was
45 horsepower and above. If 44 HP
or less, it didn’t have to follow the
rules, and that is why UNL’s Tractor
Testing Lab is unique.
Renovations have started
around the area, such as stucco
being put on the Tractor Museum,
and there is great hope for
innovative, future projects.
Nebraska Blueprint Fall/Winter ‘08
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Anechoic Chamber and
Scatterometer

By Lindsay Smith

Above: A peek into the anechoic chamber. Photo: Lindsay Smith

L

ooking to get away from the
everyday hustle and bustle?
Little do most people know there
is a room so quiet at the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln’s engineering
complex that one cannot even hear
their own echo. If locked inside,
they wouldn’t be able to call for
help and they’d be stuck in the dark
until someone comes to find them.
But don’t worry: the anechoic
chamber is really used for testing
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radio wave antennas by Ezekiel
Bahar, professor of Electrical
Engineering.
“Lehman Chambers built the
chamber about 12 years ago,” Bahar
said.
Anechoic means “against
echoes.” The chamber cost
approximately $100,000 to build
and is located on the third floor of
Scott Engineering Center between
rooms 318 and 320. It has a nine

foot ceiling and is 27-1/4 feet by
15-1/4 feet, approximately 416
square feet total. The chamber
walls, ceiling and doors are lined
with a copper sheet. The copper
keeps outside electromagnetic
waves from disrupting test results.
The chamber also has pyramids
made of Microwave Absorbing
Material (MAM) that line the walls,
floor, and ceiling. These pyramids
capture the electromagnetic waves
and absorb them, so there are
practically no reflected or echo
waves.
These pyramids are used to
make the chamber seem infinitely
large and are made of a stiff carbon
impregnated foam material. The
chamber reduces the amount of
space needed to run tests that
usually require very large spaces, by
limiting outside interference. The
waves are absorbed as they bounce
along the sides of the pyramids and
the power of the reflected waves is
decreased.
“The optimum range of
wavelengths that can be absorbed
in the chamber is 1-10 GHz,” said
Bahar.
The anechoic chamber at UNL
is mostly used for testing antennas
to make sure they are operating
properly. The testing can also
involve a transmitter, a receiver and
a target. The electromagnetic waves
are radiated from the transmitter to
the receiver via the target.

The walls of the
rotate 180 degrees in a
chamber absorb waves not
vertical plane around
directly scattered to the
the sample to allow for
receiver by the target so that
measurements over a
the receiver doesn’t pick up
hemisphere. Measurements
any echo that could skew
over the other hemisphere
the test results. When a
can be taken by rotating
target is characterized, the
the sample 180 degrees.
receiver and the transmitter
The incident angle can be
are usually located nearby
between 0 and almost 90
and the reflected waves are
degrees.
measured. For example,
This device can also
these experiments can test
be used in experiments
materials used in stealth
to detect differences in
aircraft.
the polarization of light
The anechoic chamber
reflected off different
can also be used to obtain
chemical and biological
a target’s electromagnetic
materials. The reflected
signature. By compiling
light leaves distinct
Above: A cross sectional view of the Microwave Absorbing
Material with pyramidal shape. The pyramidal design allows
tables of data on how the
optical foot prints. This
for near complete absorption, no matter the direction of
waves are reflected off
process has applications
propagation
of
the
waves.
certain objects, different
in the detection of
targets can be identified
biological and chemical
from objects of different materials
based on how they fit the compiled and shapes. The scatterometer
weapons of mass destruction. Being
data. The anechoic chamber can
able to remotely sense suspicious
at UNL is a unique device that
also be used to investigate groundmaterials using optical instruments
penetrating radar,
keeps personnel
which is used
further from
“There are numerous research
to detect buried
potential danger
opportunities
available
to
students
at
UNL,
objects in the
while allowing
even at the undergraduate level.”
presence of clutter.
them to analyze the
Clutter due to
object. 		
surface or medium
Other uses of the
can measure scattered light on
irregularities would interfere with
scatterometer are in the medical
the surface of a sphere (4π solid
reflected waves coming off the
and biochemical fields. Tests are
angle) around the tested material.
buried object.
being conducted elsewhere to
This is made possible because the
The scatterometer in the
use polarized light to distinguish
receiver base can pivot 180 degrees
electromagnetic/optics lab is a tool in a horizontal plane around the
between pre-cancerous and normal
used to measure scattered light
tissue.
sample. The receiver also can
Chamber, continued on pg. 14
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Surgical Robotics Lab
By Ashley Johnson

miniature platform scale.
Engineers are hoping to
create robots that can
be used more than once,
greatly cutting costs for
hospitals. The robots will
be wireless, eliminating
the common problem of
tangled wires. They will
be inserted into the body
using fewer incisions.
Instead of three to five
incisions, there will likely
be only one, greatly
reducing the trauma done
to the patient’s body.
Surgical robots can
assist doctors in many
ways. They are equipped
with graspers, which can
be used for biopsies or
cutting tissue. The robots
can give sensory feedback,
Above: Research on surgical robots takes place in Scott Engineering Center. Photo: Ashley Johnson
such as temperature or
pressure. They are also
he biggest thing I like about what we do here is that it’s really big
useful
visually,
as they allow doctors
project-oriented stuff,” said Jeff Hawks, a Ph.D. graduate student in
to see inside a patient’s body from
the College of Engineering. By “stuff,” Hawks means surgical robots that
many angles.
have the potential to revolutionize the medical field.
These robots can be applied
Dr. Shane Farritor, associate professor of Mechanical Engineering
to many situations. For example,
at UNL and the University of Nebraska Medical Center, initiator of the
they could save many lives in war.
project, will see the project through until the end. He and the students
Instead of waiting for a surgeon,
build and test the robots, rather than just using simulations. There are
a robot could be inserted into a
few projects throughout the country like this: a miniature approach to
soldier. The doctor could control
surgery that has not been seen before. These robots are being created in
the robot and the surgery without
the Robotics and Mechatronics Lab in Scott Engineering Center.
even being near the soldier.
The surgical robotics project could produce new robots with many
Another application deals with
advantages. The daVinci, a robot currently used in surgery, is a huge
rural
farming. Since rural farms
hospital robot. Now, UNL engineers are working on making robots on a
can be far away from medical help,

“T
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these robots could be employed in
times of emergency when help is
not readily available.
Steve Nogel, a sophomore in
Biological Systems Engineering,
noted the importance and relevance
of surgical robots.
“I am excited for the use of
surgical robotics not only as an
engineering student but also a
potential patient. Surgical robotics
will not only increase the precision
of surgeries but will also expand
the potential of what surgeons
can actually do. This field should
prove to be beneficial as technology
increases and can only increase the
success of surgery in general.”
Hawks says the project is in
the middle stages. They are trying
to decide whether these robots
are possible to make and if it is a
good idea. The engineers face many
challenges with the project. They
need something that works quickly
but is also very small.
“That’s the challenge,” said
Hawks. “Make it small and make it
powerful.”

The remote control device above is used to control the surgical robot shown below.
Photo: Ashley Johnson
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Research Computing Facility and
Schorr Center
By Brian Neilson

W

hile walking to lunch or to a football game, one may
recently have noticed the shiny new building below
South Stadium. After serving the athletic department
since 1972, this building has been given new life as the
Paul and June Schorr III Center for Computer Science and
Engineering, home of the Research Computing Facility.
David Swanson, after completing his Ph.D. in chemistry
at the UNL, worked on several post-doctorate research
projects in computing. He returned to UNL in 1999 to
continue his computer research. He was hired to establish the
Research Computing Facility (RCF) that year, with funding
from the National Science Foundation’s Experimental
Program to Stimulate Competitive Research. The principle
investigators included the original chair of the RCF Advisory

“This is a vast improvement over
the 300 square feet in the old
Miller & Paine Building.”

Above: Red is the largest supercomputer on the UNL
City Campus. Photo: Dan Mott
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Committee, Professor Sharad Seth of CSCE, and Kent
Hendrickson of Information Services.
“Back then, I was a one-man operation,” said Swanson,
director of the RCF. “Now, we have five full-time staff, seven
student workers, and three main machines.”
Originally, the RCF provided an eight-CPU machine
from SGI. Until this year, the Computer Science and
Engineering Department (CSCE) and RCF were located in
various places, including rented space in the old Miller &
Paine Building at 13th and O Streets, with research housed
in Ferguson Hall. Research assistants operated from the
501 Building. Additional machines were located in Scott
Engineering Center.
The idea came about to consolidate all of these
computing facilities in one central location.
“About 13 years ago, renovations and upgrades were
promised for Computer Science and Engineering facilities in
Avery Hall,” Swanson said. “Between the time of that promise

Above: The Schorr Center is located under South Stadium behind Avery Hall.
Photo: Brian Neilson

and when it became reality, CSCE
space needs doubled.”
At about this time, the South
Stadium building became available.
Paul “Chip” Schorr IV and Melissa
Condo, the children of Paul
and June Schorr III, provided a
significant contribution toward
renovating and redesigning the
former South Stadium Building.
“The family saw it as a unique
project to honor their parents,”
said Robb Crouch, director of
public relations for the University
of Nebraska Foundation. “They
are excited about unifying the

computing areas.”
Paul Schorr III, from Hastings,
and June, from Chicago, moved
to Lincoln in high school, where
they met. They attended UNL and
graduated in 1959, a year after they
were married. Paul graduated with
a degree in electrical engineering.
He is currently president and
CEO of ComCor Holding, Inc.,
in Lincoln. June graduated with
degrees in fashion merchandising
and English.
Construction on the Schorr
Center began in January 2007
and was completed in late 2007.

PrairieFire, Merritt and Red, the
three supercomputers, were moved
to the new building in March 2008.
The basement of the Schorr Center
has 2,500 square feet of space for
the supercomputers.
“This is a vast improvement
over the 300 square feet in the old
Miller & Paine Building,” Swanson
said. Production-quality cooling
and ventilation systems were also
built into this room.
PrairieFire was originally
constructed in 2002. It was the
first clustered machine at the
RCF. At that time, it was ranked
as the 107th most powerful
supercomputer in the world. It has
since dropped out of the TOP500
list, but 400 new cores were
added in 2008. A core is a basic
processing unit. Most new PCs
and laptops today have dual cores:
two independent processors on the
chip. PrairieFire now has 650 cores.
It is used by campus researchers for
such areas as quantum chemistry,
quantum physics, finite element
modeling and genome research.
Merritt is an Altix shared
memory machine with 512 GB
of RAM. Most PCs have one or
two GB of RAM. Chemists use
the shared platform to compute
electronic structure. Meteorologists
use it for modeling climate, and
mechanical engineers use it for
modeling materials. Merritt is
Schorr, continued on pg. 15
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The Anechoic Chamber
Chamber, continued from pg. 8

Above: Schematic of an Anechoic Chamber with transmitter
and target. The only received waves come from the target.

Above: The scatterometer at UNL. Photo: Dan Mott

The optical polarimetric scatterometer uses electromagnetic waves at optical wavelengths. Polarization is
characterized as linear, circular, or in general elliptical. The scatterometer provides more information about the
target than familiar radar. The laser sources in the scatterometer operate at ~ 1 micron and 0.66 microns.
“There are numerous research opportunities available to students at UNL, even at the undergraduate level,”
said Bahar. “I urge students to just ask their instructors. The very accessible faculty is more than willing to help
students conduct undergraduate research.”
The scatterometer at UNL is one of only three in the country and UNL had it fabricated to their
specifications. The others are at U.S. Navy and NASA laboratories.
The versatility of research equipment at UNL is astounding. What is even better is that the faculty
encourages students to use the scatterometer or anechoic chamber for research. Just ask Dr. Bahar.
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The Schorr Center
Schorr, continued from pg. 13

named after Merritt Reservoir near Valentine.
Red is the largest supercomputer at the RCF. It currently supports over 240 TB of data. It performs at over
nine teraflops. Red recently added 100 TB of storage and 640 cores, bringing the total to 1,100 cores. It serves the
new Large Hadron Collider in Switzerland, which does atom smashing research. There are computers all around
the world working together on this, and Red is one of them.
A large flat-panel monitor in the main office of the Schorr Center graphically features an aquarium full
of “fish.” This is not just art, however. Each fish on the screen represents a computing node in one of the
supercomputers. Red fish are from the Red cluster. Green fish correspond to PrairieFire. The larger the fish, the
larger the load that node is carrying.
“If ‘dead fish’ are found floating at the top, they represents the nodes that are currently not responding,” said
Carl Lundstedt, grid system administrator.
The RCF is not a department entity. However, students in the CSCE department conduct research there,
with the vast majority of users both undergraduate and graduate students, noted Swanson.

Above: Each fish represents a node in the PrairieFire and the Red
supercomputers. This flat panel screen can be seen in the main
office of the Schorr Center. Photo: Dan Mott

Above: Production-quality cooling and ventilation systems keep
the PrairieFire and Merritt supercomputers running smoothly.
Photo: Dan Mott

For more information about the Schorr Center and the supercomputers, visit the RCF Web site at
http://rcf.unl.edu or contact the center at: rcf-support@unl.edu.
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